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INTRODUCTION
John Schratwieser and Tara Tappert first met in 2013, when John was Executive Director of Maryland
Citizens for the Arts, and Tara was teaching a Public History class on the arts and the military at University of Maryland Baltimore County and managing a collection of Combat Paper Project artwork for
traveling exhibitions. That meeting brought a request from John to Tara to participate in the 2014
Maryland Arts Day, and to showcase some of the Combat Paper Project artwork for the edification of
Maryland legislators.
As the largest annual state-wide gathering of arts professionals, Maryland Arts Day connects artists,
educators, administrators, and trustees with lawmakers from every legislative district in the state. It is
through these connections that arts leaders and state representatives have an opportunity to share
programs and resources. John’s interest in arts and military related initiatives led to his first gathering of veteran artists, and others representing the arts and military continuum, at the 2014 Maryland
Arts Day in Annapolis.
As a Maryland-based arts administrator, John wished to convey to state policy makers the significance of the arts as a transformational force for those who have served in the military. Now, as the
new Co-Executive Director of the Kent County Arts Council, his inaugural exhibition – WAR FRONT /
HOME FRONT: Through the Eyes of Our Military – features artwork made by veterans, military family
members, and civilians interested in the impact of war and trauma. Taken from The Arts & The Military ART/ifacts Collection and from The Joe Bonham Project, this show gives vision to combat experiences, military life, and the costs of war. It also offers a glimpse and revelation for the ninety-nine
percent of Americans who have not chosen this form of service.
Much of the artwork in the ART/ifacts Collection comes from arts workshops for veterans and military
family members led by several veteran and civilian arts initiatives – ART-illery Workshops; Button Field
Paper; Combat Paper Project; and Peace Paper Project. There is also artwork from The Joe Bonham
Project, depicting American soldiers seriously wounded while serving overseas. Executed in a range
of styles – classic portrayals, illustrations, and cartoons – by military and civilian artists working in such
military hospitals as Walter Reed National Military Medical Center and the Hunter Holmes McGuire
VA Medical Center, these images move beyond the battlefield and capture the lengthy recovery process of those who escaped with their lives but not without grave physical consequences.
We are grateful to the artists whose work is represented in the ART/ifacts Collection and in The Joe
Bonham Project. Their creative forms of expression give us poignant and engaging depictions of
military life and the costs of war. We also extend our appreciation to those who support the Kent
County Arts Council, and those who have particularly provided funding for this inaugural exhibition.
John Schratwieser			
Tara Leigh Tappert, Ph.D.		
Michael D. Fay
Co-Executive Director		Guest Curator				Founder
Kent County Arts Council		
The Arts & The Military		
The Joe Bonham Project
www.kentcountyartscouncil.org
www.artsandmilitary.org		 www.michaeldfay.com
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CURATOR’S STATEMENT
Surprisingly, the practice of arts and crafts-making by those who have served in the military can be
documented to at least the eighteenth century, and the production of war art is a part of the history
of nearly every culture in the world. This exhibition, drawn from the ART/ifacts Collection of The Arts
& The Military and from The Joe Bonham Project, well represents contemporary examples of both
traditions — arts and crafts-making and war art.
The artwork from present-day veteran and civilian grassroots arts initiatives in The Arts & The Military
ART/ifacts Collection offers a view of experiences by Americans who have served in the military from
Desert Storm through the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and by civilians responding to the history
and traumatic experiences of our past 100 years of war.
Over the last ten years, the craft of hand papermaking has become an expression of social activism.
The process — cutting fabric, pulping fibers, and pulling sheets — is transformational and a stunning
metaphor of change. A piece of clothing — like a military uniform — becomes something else — a
sheet of paper or a book. The metamorphosis is palpable and empowering, and entwines the maker
with the new object.
The veterans, military family members, and interested civilians participating in hand papermaking
workshops experience camaraderie and a new sense of community. They acquire a craft skill, and
a way to articulate difficult experiences and memories. The methodical step-by-step papermaking
process is calming, and the opportunity to write or make artwork on the paper is a creative release.
The forms of expression are as diverse as those who have participated in papermaking workshops.
Patrick Sargent has led ART-illery Workshops at George Mason University, Walter Reed National
Military Medical Center, the Washington, DC VA Hospital Living Community Center, and the Torpedo
Factory, and those who made paper included veterans, military family members, military doctors and
nurses, as well as civilians curious about the process and outcome. The finished artwork demonstrates pride of service — Patrick Sargent’s Military Working Dog (for Dave Nevis) suggests the bond
between a soldier and his service animal, shares poignant memories — Sargent’s Lone Polecat tells
the story of a downed plane and its pilots during WWII, as well as representations of patriotism — his
Lady Liberty (for Alice) and On Behalf of a Grateful Nation . . . are symbolic, and the second of these
pieces acknowledges Sargent’s own honor guard service in the Air Force.
Combat Paper Project led the way in engaging veterans in the papermaking process. Their workshops have been world-wide and the artwork tells personal stories — Robin Brooks’ Cold War June,
Costume Ball, and Orphanhood gives vision to her experience of losing her father shortly after she
joined the Navy; offers insights to boots-on-the-ground experiences by Iraq war veterans — Jesse
Albrecht’s Get Some and Eli Wright’s Shock & Awe document slogans of the war; reflects memorials
and equipment of specific wars — Drew Matott’s Heaven’s Ascent and In God We Trust include a WWI
Irish memorial, an Iraq war helicopter, and a Vietnam war helicopter; while Mike Blake’s Vortex visualizes the chaos of war; and Dominic Fredianelli’s Care 4 Me . . . I’ll Remember You! graphically captures the internal struggles of post-traumatic stress in the aftermath of war.

Malachi Muncy took a Combat Paper Project workshop in Texas in 2011 and was so inspired by the
process that he started Button Field Paper, offering workshops for his buddies at Fort Hood. All of
his artwork depicts the challenges of his military experience. As a military brat war service was romanticized, but his To Play Army suggests a different and unsettling awareness, and his pieces War is
Dope II, War is Dope III, You Are Not Alone — Crawling, and You Are Not Alone — RX offer a glimpse of
his addiction issues and the wide spread drug use he encountered in the military.
Drew Matott began Peace Paper Project in 2011 after five years with Combat Paper Project, as its
co-founder. Matott brings a civilian perspective into the mix. His Together, branches of service series,
envisions cooperation and support rather than competition between the Air Force, Army, Coast
Guard, Marines, and Navy.
The ART/ifacts Collection is also represented by the engaging ceramics of former U.S. Marine Lance
Corporal Ehren Tool and former U.S. Army /U.S. National Guard, Iowa Combat Medic Jesse Albrecht.
Tool’s ceramic cups critique warfare and military life, while Albrecht’s sometimes biting, but always
thought-provoking “War Crocks” — as in “war is a crock of . . . “– explores military culture.
As a Combat Artist with the U. S. Marine Corps, Michael D. Fay went to war and made art. During his
tours of duty in Iraq and Afghanistan he produced a plethora of artwork now in the collections of
the National Museum of the Marine Corps in Triangle, Virginia. As a war artist Fay created pictorial
records of the wars he experienced, capturing their visual and sensory dimensions. When he retired
from the military his years of “witnessing” and “reporting” the images of war were the experiences he
drew upon when he founded The Joe Bonham Project.
As part of the long tradition of war art, The Joe Bonham Project — named for the fictional, limbless,
faceless protagonist of the 1939 anti-war novel, Johnny Got His Gun, by Dalton Trumbo — documents
today’s battle-wounded service members and their lengthy recovery process. The art work reflects
the challenges of amputees — repeated surgeries, grueling exercise routines, adjusting to new prosthetic limbs, and coping with a soul-shattering “new normal.” The project’s purpose is to keep the
dedication, sacrifice, and indomitable spirit of these wounded warriors present and accounted for.
The Joe Bonham Project is an artistic venture between artists affiliated with the Society of Illustrators
and the International Society of War Artists. Those who have participated in the project represent
diverse artistic styles and backgrounds. Some are military artists, others are accomplished painters
who have chosen war as their primary subject matter, and still others are skilled illustrators and cartoonists who are frequent contributors to such publications as Rolling Stone, Mad Magazine, and The
New York Times.
During 2011 and 2012, the Joe Bonham team made paintings, drawings, and sketches at such military hospitals as Walter Reed National Military Medical Center in Bethesda, Maryland, and the Hunter
Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center in Richmond, Virginia. Among those they sketched was former
U. S. Marine Corps Lance Corporal Kyle Carpenter who was in recovery at McGuire. Deployed to
Afghanistan in 2010, Carpenter threw himself in front of an enemy hand grenade to protect a fellow
Marine, and as a result suffered severe injuries to his face and right arm, sustained multiple shrapnel
wounds, and the loss of his right eye. For his bravery and service, Carpenter was awarded the Medal
of Honor, the United States highest military honor. He is the youngest living recipient.

The resilient spirit of former Marine Corps Staff Sergeant Jason Ross, who lost both his legs when
he stepped on an improvised explosive device (I.E.D.), is captured in the multiple sketches of him
by Victor Juhasz, during Ross’s recovery at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center. The two
pieces on view demonstrate his progressive improvement. Today, Ross is back in Fallbrook, California
with his family, living in a technologically advanced “smart home” built especially for him by the Gary
Sinise Foundation.
Tara Leigh Tappert
Guest Curator
November, 2017

EXHIBITION CHECKLIST
THE ARTS & THE MILITARY – ART/IFACTS COLLECTION
ART-illery Workshops
American Hero (Babe Ruth)

Patrick Sargent (U. S. Air Force)
2015
Workshop, Mason Paper Project, GMU School of Art,
Fairfax, VA, November, 2015
Relief printing on Rives BFK paper
7 x 7 inches

Birds over Peace

Patrick Sargent (U. S. Air Force)
2015
Workshop, Walter Reed National Military Medical Center,
Bethesda, MD, November, 2015
Screen printing on paper made from Walter Reed
hospital scrubs
13 ½ x 6 ½ inches

Doughboy

Patrick Sargent (U. S. Air Force)
2014
Workshop, VA Community Living Center, Washington DC,
June, 2014
Pulp painting and pulp printing on paper made from
pulped military uniforms and blue jeans
12 x 12 inches

Gold Star Nurse

Patrick Sargent (U. S. Air Force)
2015
Workshop, Walter Reed National Military Medical Center,
Bethesda, MD, November, 2015
Spray painting and silk screen printing on paper made
from Walter Reed hospital scrubs
13 ¼ x 8 ¾ inches

Helping Hand

Patrick Sargent (U. S. Air Force)
2014
Workshop, VA Community Living Center, Washington
DC, June, 2014
Pulp painting and pulp printing on paper made from
pulped military uniforms and blue jeans
12 x 12 inches

Lady Liberty (For Alice)

Patrick Sargent (U. S. Air Force)
2014
Workshop, VA Community Living Center, Washington
DC, June, 2014
Pulp painting and pulp printing on paper made from
pulped military uniforms and blue jeans
12 x 12 inches

Lone Polecat

Patrick Sargent (U. S. Air Force)
2015
Workshop, Torpedo Factory Art Center, Alexandria, VA,
November, 2015
Spray painting and screen printing on paper made
from Walter Reed hospital scrubs
6 ½ x 13 ¾ inches

Military Working Dog (for Dave Nevis)

Patrick Sargent (U. S. Air Force)
2015
Workshop, Torpedo Factory Art Center, Alexandria, VA,
June, 2015
Screen printing on paper made from pulped military
uniforms
11 x 8 ½ inches

On Behalf of a Grateful Nation . . .

Patrick Sargent (U. S. Air Force)
2015
Workshop, Torpedo Factory Art Center, Alexandria, VA,
June, 2015
Screen printing on paper made from pulped military
uniforms
13 x 9 inches

The Reenactors

Patrick Sargent (U. S. Air Force)
2014
Workshop, VA Community Living Center, Washington
DC, June, 2014
Pulp painting and pulp printing on paper made from
pulped military uniforms and blue jeans
12 x 12 inches

Button Field Paper
Flag Money

Malachi Muncy (U. S. Army)
2015
Screen printing on paper made from pulped military
uniforms
18 x 12 inches

Home
Malachi Muncy (U. S. Army)
2013
Pulp painting and clay embedded in paper made from
pulped military uniforms
21 x 16 x 6 inches

To Play Army
Malachi Muncy (U. S. Army)
2013
Pulp panting and ink with toy Army men embedded in
paper made from pulped military uniforms
11 x 17 inches

You Are Not Alone – Crawling
Malachi Muncy (U. S. Army)
2015
Screen printing and pulp painting on paper made from pulped
military uniforms
17 7⁄8 x 12 ½ inches

You Are Not Alone – Rx
Malachi Muncy (U. S. Army)
2015
Ink jet printing and pulp painting on paper made from pulped
military uniforms
17 3⁄8 x 11 ¾ inches

War is Dope II
Malachi Muncy (U. S. Army)
2015
Screen printing and pulp painting on paper made from pulped
military uniforms
17 5⁄8 x 12 ¼ inches

War is Dope III
Malachi Muncy (U. S. Army)
2015
Screen printing and pulp painting on paper made from pulped
military uniforms
17 ¼ x 12 inches

Combat Paper Project
All Men Dream But Not Equally

Matt Ross Lunn (U.S. Marine Corps)
2011
Workshop, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA,
February, 2011
Screen printing on combat paper
9 ¼ x 13 ¼ inches

Amani My Culture

Donna Perdue (U. S. Marine Corps)
2009
Workshop, Studios of Key West, Key West, FL, 2009
Pulp painting, pulp printing, metal, and beads on combat
paper
43 ½ x 66 ½ inches

Battle Angel – Heaven’s Ascent

Drew Matott (Civilian)
Photo source – Drew Cameron (U. S. Army)
2010
Workshop, University of Iowa Center for the Book, Iowa
City, IA, April, 2010
Pulp painting and pulp printing on combat paper
30 x 22 inches

Care 4 Me . . . I’ll Remember You!

Dominic C. Fredianelli (U. S. National Guards, Michigan)
2012
Workshop, Corcoran College of Art and Design,
Washington, DC, 2012
Pen, pencil, and colored markers on combat paper
14 x 11 inches

COLD WAR JUNE (uniform), COSTUME BALL (handmade
book), and ORPHANHOOD (poem)

Robin Brooks (U. S. Navy)
2012/2013
Workshop, Seminole State College, Seminole, OK, November, 2012
Personal uniform with collage made from combat paper
Blouse – 50 x 30 inches; skirt – 30 x 24 inches; handmade book – 9 x 6 inches; poem on scroll

Get Some

Jesse Albrecht (U. S. Army/U. S. National Guard, Iowa)
2010
Workshop, University of Iowa Center for the Book, Iowa
City, IA, April, 2010
Pulp painting and pulp printing on combat paper
24 x 18 inches

Heaven’s Ascent –LEFT

Drew Matott (Civilian)
Photo sources – Drew Cameron (U. S. Army) and Nathan
Lewis (U. S. Army)
2010
Workshop, University of Iowa Center for the Book, Iowa City,
IA, April, 2010
Pulp painting and pulp printing on combat paper
30 x 22 inches

Heaven’s Ascent – RIGHT

Drew Matott (Civilian)
2010
Photo sources – Drew Cameron (U. S. Army) and Nathan
Lewis (U. S. Army)
Workshop, University of Iowa Center for the Book, Iowa City,
IA, April, 2010
Pulp painting and pulp printing on combat paper
30 x 22 inches

In God We Trust

(2nd version)
From the Linen Series
Drew Matott (Civilian), Margaret Mahan (Civilian), John La
Falce (Civilian)
Photo source – Dick Iacovello (U. S. Army), taken 1963
2010
Collaboration with BluSeed Studios, Saranac Lake, NY, 2010
Relief, mono, and screen printing on pulped linen paper
13 x 6 ½ inches

Mother and Son

Drew Matott (Civilian) and Katharine Chism Seyber (U. S.
Air Force)
2011
Workshop, Texas State University, San Marcos, TX,
February, 2011
Screen printing on combat paper
8 ½ x 11 inches

Prayer Boots

Interactive installation – Viewers write prayers and place
them in the boots
Assembled by Robin Brooks (U. S. Navy)
2012
Assembled for the Seminole Nations Museum exhibition,
Wewoka, OK, November, 2012
Five pairs of combat boots attached to a heavy link chain
Chain measures 129 inches

Pride and Prejudice

(Triptych)
Tom Lascell (U. S. Army)
2009
Workshop, Studios of Key West, Key West, FL, December,
2009
Masks made from combat paper
Each mask approx. 8 x 5 x 5 inches

Seeking Peace

Jesse Albrecht (U. S. Army/U. S. National Guard, Iowa)
2010
Workshop, University of Iowa Center for the Book, Iowa
City, IA, April, 2010
Pulp painting and pulp printing on combat paper
18 x 12 inches

Shock & Awe

Eli Wright (U. S. Army)
2010
Workshop, University of Iowa Center for the Book, Iowa
City, IA, April, 2010
Letterpress printing on combat paper (2010)
11 x 12 inches

Stolen Youth – Afghanistan

Drew Cameron (U. S. Army) and Drew Matott (Civilian)
2009
Artist Residency/Workshop, South West School of Art &
Craft, San Antonio, TX, November, 2009
Pulp painting and pulp printing on combat paper
20 x 16 inches

Vortex

Mike Blake (U. S. Army)
2007
Collaboration with the Green Door Studio, Burlington, VT,
2007
Pulp painting with American flags and wooden sticks
embedded in combat paper
48 x 52 x 1 inches

Peace Paper Project
Guarding the Home Front

Margaret Mahan (Civilian)
2014
Workshop, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL, 2014
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military
uniforms
9 x 12 ¼ inches

Together: Air Force

(Branches of Service – Workshop Print)
Drew Matott (Civilian)
2015
Workshop, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS, November 2015
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military uniforms
21 ½ x 14 inches

Together: Army

(Workshop Print)
Drew Matott (Civilian)
2014
Workshop, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS, 2014
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military uniforms
12 x 9 ¼ inches

Together: Army

(Branches of Service –Workshop Print)
Drew Matott (Civilian)
2015
Workshop, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS, November, 2015
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military uniforms
21 ½ x 14 inches

Together: Coast Guard

(Branches of Service – Workshop Print)
Drew Matott (Civilian)
2015
Workshop, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS, November 2015
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military uniforms
21 ½ x 14 inches

Together: Marine Corps

(Branches of Service – Workshop Print)
Drew Matott (Civilian)
2015
Workshop, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS, November 2015
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military uniforms
21 ½ x 14 inches

Together: Navy

(Branches of Service – Workshop Print)
Drew Matott (Civilian)
2015
Workshop, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS, November 2015
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military uniforms
21 ½ x 14 inches

Together – US Air Force

(Branches of Service)
Drew Matott (Civilian)
2014
Workshop, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS, November 2014
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military uniforms
12 x 9 inches

Together – US Army

(Branches of Service)
Drew Matott (Civilian)
2014
Workshop, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS, November 2014
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military uniforms
12 x 9 inches

Together – US Coast Guard

(Branches of Service)
Drew Matott (Civilian)
2014
Workshop, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS, November 2014
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military uniforms
12 x 9 ¼ inches

Together – US Marine Corps

(Branches of Service)
Drew Matott (Civilian)
2014
Workshop, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS, November 2014
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military uniforms
12 ¼ x 9 ¼ inches

Together – US Navy

(Branches of Service)
Drew Matott (Civilian)
2014
Workshop, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS, November 2014
Pulp printing on paper made from pulped military uniforms
12 x 9 ¼ inches

Jesse Albrecht – Ceramicist
Blind Spot

(War Crock)
Jesse Albrecht (U. S. Army/U. S. National Guard, Iowa)
2014
Earthenware and glazes
14 x 10 diam. inches

Rambo & the carrot

(War Crock)
Jesse Albrecht (U. S. Army/U. S. National Guard,
Iowa)
2014
Earthenware and glazes
16 x 9 diam. inches

Ehren Tool – Ceramicist

39 Ceramic Cups

Ehren Tool (U. S. Marine Corps)
2013
Earthenware, glaze
Each approximately 5 x 3 diam. inches

The Joe Bonham Project
Sgt. David W. Adams, USMC, With X-Ray of Back
Michael D. Fay (U. S. Marine Corps)
2012
Acrylic and mixed media on canvas
23 ½ x 19 ½ inches, framed

Lance Corporal Kyle Carpenter, USMC, at McGuire VA
Hospital
Michael D. Fay (U. S. Marine Corps)
2011
Graphite on paper
16 ½ x 13 ¼ inches, framed

Lance Corporal William Kyle Carpenter, USMC
Richard Johnson (Civilian)
2012
Prisma color on paper
20 x 16 inches, framed

Corporal Zachary Stinson, USMC
Richard Johnson (Civilian)
2011
Prisma color on paper
20 ½ x 16 inches, framed

The Bullet They Dug Out of Me
Ray Alma (Civilian)
2012
Watercolor on paper
22 x 18 inches, framed

A Fitful Sleep

Jeffrey Fisher (Civilian)
2012
Watercolor and graphite on paper
27 ½ x 18 inches, framed

Sgt. Jason Ross, USMC
Victor Juhasz (Civilian)
2012
Prisma color on paper
17 x 21 inches, framed

SSGT. Jason Ross, USMC
Victor Juhasz (Civilian)
2012
Prisma color on paper
17 x 13 ¾ inches, framed

ABOUT THE ARTS & THE MILITARY
The Arts & The Military provides educational programs, art-making workshops, and exhibitions for a
wide-range of cultural, educational, medical, and military institutions.
ART/Forum Programs present educational programs for cultural, educational, medical, and military
institutions. Our offerings include lectures and presentations, public history courses for undergraduate and graduate students, workshops for senior communities, and the development of resource
lists of documentary films, and visual and performing arts initiatives that are focused on the issues of
military communities. We also offer complementary program recommendation for ART/Ifacts Exhibitions and ART/Work Workshops. Additionally, we participate in consulting partnerships with communities nationwide for the development of arts events for service members, military families, and
veterans.
ART/Work Workshops create and cultivate a safe haven for returning veterans and community members to discuss and process personal experiences of conflict through various forms of art-making:
print making, paper making, writing, the spoken word and other mediums. Hand paper making is
a communal process that enables veterans and community members to turn uniforms and other
clothing into paper. Through the communal process of shredding and pulping personal clothing,
memories and stories about wearing the garments begin to emerge and start new shared experiences. Turning clothing into paper is the foundation for visual art-making and writing. Art-making forges
personal relationships, and fosters individual and corporate investment in community cohesion.
ART/Ifacts Exhibitions is a multi-media arts collection of handmade paper objects, drawings, and
ceramics created by active duty service members, veterans, military family members, and civilians,
including those who care for our wounded warriors. The purpose of the collection is to provide
opportunities for cultural, educational, and medical institutions to develop unique exhibitions for
the communities they serve. Our exhibitions have been shown in community art centers, museums,
universities, high schools, churches, vet centers, and other venues. Our nearly 500 item, multi-media
collection was created by participants of active and retired grassroots arts initiatives. We represent
the work of ART-illery Workshops, Button Field Paper, Combat Paper Project, Peace Paper Project,
and Veterans in the Arts. We also have a selection of ceramic artwork by noted veteran-artists Ehren
Tool and Jesse Albrecht, a selection of drawing by Jesse Albrecht, and music by Kevin Basl, written
and recorded at Camp Taji, Iraq. Civilians, such as Joyce Ellen Weinstein, whose artwork in response
to the costs of war, are also a part of our growing collection.
Check the website at – www.artsandmilitary.org.

ABOUT THE JOE BONHAM PROJECT
Joe Bonham is the central character in Dalton Trumbo’s 1939 anti-war novel Johnny Got His Gun.
Somewhere on the Western Front, Joe, a World War I Doughboy, is horribly wounded by the blast
of an artillery round. All that remains of Joe is his conscious humanity and the absolute minimum of
bodily functions to support awareness. He has no arms or legs; no face, no eyes, no ears, no mouth,
or tongue to speak. Joe simply is. Through the pages of the Trumbo book, Joe becomes aware of
the extent of his injuries, grapples with the absolute horror of these realizations, and miraculously
begins to reach back out into the world. Joe’s ultimate goal is to have himself placed in a glass box
and toured around the country as a living example of the realities of war, and the victorious transcendence of the human spirit. His wish is denied, and Joe is ingloriously spirited away to live out his days
alone and forgotten.
Founded in 2011 by retired U. S. Marine Corps combat artist, Michael D. Fay, the purpose of The Joe
Bonham Project is to show the real face of war and its aftermath with artwork that portrays the realities and human consequences of combat. Fay gathered a group of artists to document the experiences of military service members and their families going through medical treatment for devastating war injuries in military trauma wards and rehabilitation centers. Those affiliated with the project
have recorded the sacrifices, courage, and indomitable spirit of a new generation of not to be forgotten “Joe Bonhams” who are still in the fight. As a witness or reportage arts project, the images created document wounds sustained, but also reflect forms of rehabilitation and resilience. The project
is apolitical, distancing itself from politics, and holding to neither a pro-war nor anti-war position.
Through these visual documentations of today’s battle-wounded service members, the artists’ aim
is to humanize them, to keep their experiences viable, and to give them an ongoing presence in the
world beyond their hospital rooms and therapeutic clinics.
The Joe Bonham Project is an artistic venture between artists affiliated with the Society of Illustrators
and the International Society of War Artists. Through drawings, paintings, and sketches, the artistic
styles of those artists working with the project represent a wide-range of idioms — “naturalist” realism,
classical portraiture, contemporary illustration reflecting techniques that emerged in the 1950s, and
the melding of word and image derived from the comics and cartooning, and that has now evolved
into the contemporary graphic novel. The backgrounds of the artists are equally diverse, some are
military artists, others are accomplished painters who have chosen war as their primary subject
matter, and still others are skilled illustrators and cartoonists who are frequent contributors to such
publications as Rolling Stone, Mad Magazine, and the New York Times.
Artwork from The Joe Bonham Project has been exhibited throughout the country and the exhibition
catalogue from the 2014 show at the Fulginiti Pavilion for Bioethics and Humanities, University
of Colorado, Anschutz Medical Campus, Aurora, CO offers an in depth understanding of the
significance of the project –
http://www.michaeldfay.com/img/curator_page/JBP_Exhibit_Catalog_FINAL-sm.pdf.

For further information –
About The Arts & The Military
www.artsandmilitary.org
About The Joe Bonham Project
www.michaeldfay.com

